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Abstract: We consider integrable field theories with achiral boundary conditions and
uncover the underlying achiral twisted Yangian algebra. This construction arises from old
work on the bosonic principal chiral model on a half-line, but finds a modern realization
as the hidden symmetry in the planar limit of the scattering of worldsheet excitations of
the AdS/CFT light-cone superstring off a D5-brane.
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1 Introduction
Over the last ten years, the mature field of integrable models has found profound new
applications in the AdS/CFT correspondence [1]. The sub-field of the construction of
integrable boundaries has been similarly productive [2], but the hidden symmetry it leads
us to expect in AdS/CFT D-branes has not yet been fully revealed.
In particular, the most intensively studied integrable boundaries in AdS/CFT are the
D3 and D7-branes which, from the light-cone scattering theory point of view, are of chiral
(chirality-preserving) type [3–7]. It turns out [8–10] that these have a hidden symmetry
consisting of a boundary twisted Yangian of the same type as was found some years ago
in the purely-bosonic principal chiral model (PCM; the G ×G-invariant non-linear sigma
model) on the half-line [11], and that this is, as expected for a boundary symmetry, a
co-ideal subalgebra of the Yangian of the AdS/CFT bulk S-matrix [12–14].
A second, achiral (chirality-reversing) type of integrable boundary conditions is possible
in the PCM, but was not explored in [11, 15]. However, recent study of reflection from
the D5-brane [16] by means of the coordinate Bethe ansatz has shown that it corresponds
precisely to reflection of this achiral type. This raises the question of whether there is
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some form of hidden achiral boundary Yangian symmetry, both in the PCM and for the
D5-brane.
This paper therefore has two tasks. The first is to investigate the achiral boundary
conditions of the bosonic PCM, and to uncover the boundary remnant of the bulk Y(g×g)
symmetry, demonstrating its coideal subalgebra property. The second is to uncover the
hidden Yangian symmetry of reflection from the D5-brane, which turns out to be of exactly
this type.
It is striking that, in all the (D3, 5 and 7) cases, the coideal property governs reflection,
and that the boundary symmetry is a generalized twisted Yangian, in which the bulk and
boundary Lie algebra symmetry form a symmetric pair. Further, we have now realized
examples of both classes of compact symmetric space: G/H, where H is an involution-
invariant subgroup, in the D3 and D7 cases, and G×G/G in the D5 case.
The paper is organized as follows. In section two, we consider the bosonic principal chiral
model defined on the half-line. We recall the achiral boundary conditions and uncover the
remnant of the bulk Y(g × g) Yangian symmetry which they preserve, and which we call
the ‘achiral twisted Yangian’, written Y(g×g, g) in the scheme of [17]. In section three, we
briefly review the Yangian symmetry of the AdS/CFT S-matrix constructed in [12] and
reflection from the D5-brane, following closely [16]. We then construct the achiral twisted
Yangian of the D5-brane for both ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ orientations, in folded and
unfolded pictures of the reflection, and explore its building blocks in detail.
2 Achiral boundary conditions in the bosonic Principal Chiral Model
Some ten years ago one of us considered [15] the half-line x ≤ 0 boundary conditions which
preserve the integrability of the 1+1-dimensional bosonic principal chiral field g(t, x) ∈ G,
for a compact, simple Lie group G, with Lagrangian density
L = 1
2
Tr
(
∂+g
−1∂−g
)
. (2.1)
The model has Lie algebra g-valued conserved currents
jLµ = ∂µgg
−1 and jRµ = −g−1∂µg, (2.2)
which generate gL and gR and thereby the model’s G×G symmetry. On these currents at
x = 0, the boundary conditions are either chiral,
jL± = α(j
L
∓) , j
R
± = α(j
R
∓) ⇒ j0 = α(j0) , j1 = −α(j1) (bothL and R ), (2.3)
or achiral,1
jL± = α(j
R
∓) ⇒ jL0 = α(jR0 ) , jL1 = −α(jR1 ), (2.4)
1Formerly, in [15], ‘non-chiral’. This author has since married a classicist, and now knows better than
to mix Greek and Latin etymologies.
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where α is an involutive automorphism of g.
For the chiral conditions the residual Lie symmetry is H ×H ⊂ G×G, where H is the
subgroup fixed by α. In fact (2.3) may be generalized by independent conjugation of the
currents, and the general boundary condition on the fields g is that
g(t, 0) ∈ kLHk−1R , (2.5)
so that at x = 0
k−1L j
L
+kL = α(k
−1
L j
L
−kL), k
−1
R j
R
+kR = α(k
−1
R j
L
−kR). (2.6)
The constant group elements kL and kR parametrize left- and right-cosets of H in G and
may be taken to lie in the Cartan immersion, G/H = {α(k)k−1 | k ∈ G}, of G/H in G.2
The Yangian symmetry is two (L and R) copies of a generalization of the twisted Yangian,
Y(g, h) ⊂ Y(g) [11, 17]. Writing g = h⊕ K, one has
[h, h] ⊂ h, [h,K] ⊂ K, [K,K] ⊂ h, (2.7)
respecting the eigenvalues α(h) = +1 and α(K) = −1, and orthogonality with respect to
the Killing form, κ(h,K) = 0. This is crucial in guaranteeing that Y(g, h) is a co-ideal
subalgebra: that the coproduct of any Yangian charge J preserved by the boundary lies in
the tensor product of bulk and boundary Yangian
∆J ∈ Y(g)⊗Y(g, h). (2.8)
The co-ideal property ensures that multiparticle products of bulk and boundary states
represent Y(g, h), and is analogous to the requirement that ∆ be a homomorphism Y(g)→
Y(g)⊗Y(g) imposed by multiparticle bulk states. If we let i(, j, k, ...) run over the h-indices
and p, q(, r, ...) over the K-indices, we find that Y(g, h) is generated at level-0 by the usual
h generators, Ji, but at level-1, in order that the co-ideal property hold, by a quadratic
deformation of the usual K generators Jˆp, which we write as
J˜p := Jˆp +
1
4
fpqi (J
q Ji + Ji Jq). (2.9)
For different choices of h this encompasses twisted Yangians [19] and reflection algebras
[20], and the ‘soliton-preserving’ and ‘-non-preserving’ boundary conditions of [21].
The second, achiral class of boundary condition was not fully investigated in [15]. Its Lie
symmetry was under-identified there as the diagonal H ⊂ G×G, but the full symmetry is
a diagonal G ⊂ G×G, due to the conservation (where J := ∫ 0
−∞
j0)
d
dt
(JL + α(JR)) =
∫ 0
−∞
∂0j
L
0 + ∂0α(j
R
0 ) = j
L
1 (0) + α(j
R
1 (0)) = 0. (2.10)
2Here = means ‘is locally diffeomorphic to’; there may be global ambiguities [18].
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Again conjugation is allowed, and
g−1L j
L
+gL = α(g
−1
R j
R
−gR) (2.11)
at x = 0 follows from
g(t, 0) ∈ gL{α(k)k−1 | k ∈ G}g−1R = gLG/H g−1R . (2.12)
Henceforth we set gL = gR = 1 (the identity in G) for simplicity.
What is the remnant of the Yangian symmetry Y(g × g)? One might at first think that
it is simply ∆Y(g), but it is not. Rather it is again associated with a symmetric space
structure, this time G×G/G, and is the co-ideal subalgebra Y(g× g, g). This is expected
from [22], which analysed boundary conditions for symmetric-space sigma models. We
write the symmetric pair structure as gL ⊕ gR = g+ ⊕ g−, where g+ is the α-twisted
diagonal subalgebra and g− its complement (which is not a Lie algebra). Note especially
that in this case different choices of α merely give different α-twisted embeddings of g in
g × g, rather than the different proper subalgebras h of g we saw in the chiral case. Thus
by a change of basis for gR we can set α = id (the identity map), and indeed we shall need
such a change in the next section. For the moment we retain α, but the reader may like
to bear in mind that α = id captures the essence of the construction.
The subalgebra g+ and its complement g− are spanned by J
a
± = J
a
L ± α(JaR), which
have eigenvalues ±1 under the involution σ(α × α). The boundary Yangian symmetry
Y (g × g, g) = Y (gL × gR, g+), which we call the ‘achiral twisted Yangian’, then has Lie
subalgebra g+, generated by the J
a
+. At level 1 its generators J˜
a
− are constructed from the
level-1 Y (gL × gR) generators JˆaL, JˆaR as
J˜a− := Jˆ
a
− +
1
8
facb (J
c
− J
b
+ + J
b
+ J
c
−)
= Jˆa− +
1
2
fabc J
b
L α(J
c
R), (2.13)
where again Jˆa± = Jˆ
a
L ± α(JˆaR). Notice the factor of two in (2.13) relative to (2.9), due to
the normalization of Ja±.
It is an easy calculation to check that these charges are classically conserved by the
achiral boundary condition (2.4). Further, the co-product of the level-1 charges is
∆J˜a− = ∆Jˆ
a
− +
1
8
facb(∆J
b
+∆J
c
− +∆J
c
−∆J
b
+)
= Jˆa− ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Jˆa− +
1
8
facb(J
b
+ J
c
− + J
c
− J
b
+)⊗ 1 +
1
8
facb 1⊗ (Jb+ Jc− + Jc− Jb+)
+
1
4
fabc
(
Jb− ⊗ Jc+ + Jb+ ⊗ Jc−
)
+
1
4
facb
(
Jb+ ⊗ Jc− − Jb− ⊗ Jc+
)
= J˜a− ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ J˜a− +
1
2
fabc J
b
− ⊗ Jc+ (2.14)
∈ Y (gL × gR)⊗Y (gL × gR, g+) ,
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and thus satisfies the crucial co-ideal property, analogous to (2.8).
We commented earlier that the structure of Y(gL × gR, g+) is subtly different from a
simple diagonal embedding ∆Y(g+) ⊂ Y(gL × gR). This difference can be made precise,
and is seen in the algebra isomorphism
Y(gL × gR, g+) ∼= ∆˜Y(g). (2.15)
Here, for any Yangian charge J, we define ∆˜J := (1 ◦ (−1)lα)∆J, where l is the level of J,
and ∆J acts on the tensor product of L and R components, written using a circle ◦. Thus
the difference lies entirely in the twisting by 1 ◦ (−1)lα, and at its simplest, with α =id,
solely in some relative signs. At level 0 the isomorphism relates Ja± on the left of (2.15) to
Ja ◦ 1± 1 ◦ α(Ja) on the right, and at level 1 it relates J˜a− to Jˆa ◦ 1− 1 ◦ α(Jˆa).
At the co-algebra level this isomorphism takes the form
∆Y(gL × gR, g+) ∼= Σ ·
(
∆ ◦∆′(∆˜Y(g))). (2.16)
This equation is valued in the fourfold product of Y(g) which acts on the L◦R components of
a bulk⊗ boundary state; ∆ and ∆′ := σ·∆ are the usual and flipped coproducts. The role of
the operator Σ is simply to re-arrange the order of factors, x1⊗x2◦x3⊗x4 7→ x1◦x4⊗x2◦x3.
The relations (2.15, 2.16) then capture the ‘folding’ of a bulk into a boundary scattering
process [16] which we shall meet shortly.
Let us demonstrate (2.16) explicitly. First,
∆ ◦∆′(∆˜Jˆa) = ∆ ◦∆′(Jˆa ◦ 1− 1 ◦ α(Jˆa) + 1
2
fabc J
b ◦ α(Jc)
)
=
(
Jˆa ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Jˆa + 1
2
fabc J
b ⊗ Jc
)
◦ 1⊗ 1
− 1⊗ 1 ◦
(
α(Jˆa)⊗ 1 + 1⊗ α(Jˆa)− 1
2
fabc α(J
b)⊗ α(Jc)
)
+
1
2
fabc
(
Jb ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Jb
)
◦ (α(Jc)⊗ 1 + 1⊗ α(Jc)) . (2.17)
Then, acting with Σ,
Σ ·
(
∆ ◦∆′(∆˜Jˆa)) = (Jˆa ◦ 1− 1 ◦ α(Jˆa) + 1
2
fabc J
b ◦ α(Jc)
)
⊗ 1 ◦ 1
+ 1 ◦ 1⊗
(
Jˆa ◦ 1− 1 ◦ α(Jˆa) + 1
2
fabc J
b ◦ α(Jc)
)
+
1
2
fabc
(
Jb ◦ 1− 1 ◦ α(Jb)
)
⊗
(
Jc ◦ 1 + 1 ◦ α(Jc)
)
, (2.18)
which, applying (2.13), corresponds to (2.14).
Now consider the implications for the scattering theory. Recall that the bulk multiplets
in the bosonic PCM form representations (hereafter ‘reps’) V ◦ V of Y(gL × gR), where V
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is a fundamental rep of Y(g).3 The bulk multiplet carries a rapidity u, corresponding to
the application of the shift automorphism Lu ◦ Lu to Y (gL × gR). The bulk scattering of
U ◦U from V ◦ V is then constructed as a product of minimal factors SL ◦SR (each factor
acting on U ⊗ V ), multiplied by an overall scalar factor [23].
V2 V3
V1 V4
V2 V¯3
V1
V¯4
T−→
T
−1
←−
Figure 1. The action of the conjugation operator T on
4-particle scattering, with solid L and dashed R lines.
The state V ◦V scatters off the boundary into V¯ ◦ V¯ , with u 7→ −u. Thus, on the states,
in the isomorphism (2.15) we write the action of Σ as conjugation by an operator T whose
effect is to re-order and conjugate multiplets,
T : V1 ⊗V2 ◦ V3 ⊗V4 → V1 ◦ V¯4 ⊗V2 ◦ V¯3. (2.19)
The meaning of the map T (T−1) is revealed, as the folding (unfolding) of a bulk to
a boundary scattering process, in figure 1. Similar unfolding processes relate boundary
unitarity and crossing-unitarity [24] to bulk unitarity and crossing relations. The reversing
of rapidity by the boundary can be seen in how the shift automorphism acts on (2.15),
where, crucially, Lu ◦ Lu(1 ◦ (−1)lα) = (1 ◦ (−1)lα)Lu ◦ L−u on ∆Y(g).
In the simplest case, where the boundary is in a singlet state, the boundary scattering
matrix KV ◦V (u) is conjugate to (1 ◦ α)SV V¯ (2u) (see figure 2). Its direct construction via
conservation of the Y(gL × gR, g+) charges is isomorphic, via (2.15), to that of the bulk S-
matrix (using, for example, the Tensor Product Graph method [25]), in which the doubling
of u is traced back to the extra factor of two in (2.13). We therefore expect a spectrum
of boundary bound states in non-trivial multiplets whose mass ratios are those of the bulk
states, inherited through the pole structure of SV V¯ (2u).
The folding construction of the boundary scattering process straightforwardly accom-
modates such non-trivial boundary multiplets, and this will play an important role in
understanding reflection from the D5-brane in the next section. The boundary scattering
3This is typically a reducible rep of g with the corresponding fundamental g-rep as a component, although
for g = su(n) they are identical.
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2θ
θ
V V V¯
Figure 2. Achiral reflection process.
matrix, the relevant solution of the boundary Yang-Baxter equation (bYBE) [26, 27], then
becomes a product of three non-trivial factors, analogous to the boundary fusion proce-
dure [28, 29]. These are a bulk S-matrix and two (what we shall call) ‘achiral reflection
matrices’, which are trivial in the case of the singlet boundary and which participate in
the reflection process as on the right of figure 1. This threefold process inherits, via (2.15),
a Yang-Baxter property: the order of the factorization does not matter, and our apparent
placing of the bulk S-matrix to the left of the boundary in figures 1 and 2 is merely an
artefact (figure 3).
VB
V2 V3
V1 V4
VB
V2 V3
V1 V4
=
Figure 3. The unfolded bYBE as a 5-particle bulk process. The vertical line corre-
sponding to the boundary may be shifted left or right by employing the bulk YBE.
3 Yangian symmetry of the D5-brane
In this section we briefly review the Yangian symmetry of the S-matrix presented in [12] and
set up the scattering problem for reflection from the D5-brane, following closely [16]. We
then combine this with the ideas of the preceding section to build the Yangian symmetry
of the D5-brane.
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3.1 Yangian symmetry of the bulk S-matrix
The symmetry algebra of the excitations of the light-cone superstring theory on AdS5 ×
S5 (and thereby of the S-matrix), and also of the single trace operators in the N = 4
supersymmetric gauge theory that are analogous to (and known as) spin chains, is generated
by the centrally-extended algebra psu(2|2) × p˜su(2|2) ⋉ R3. The magnons of AdS/CFT
superstring transform in the reps of this algebra and we shall call them the ‘left’ and ‘right’
reps of the bulk magnon, and write the algebra as psu(2|2)L × psu(2|2)R ⋉R3.
We will briefly review the psu(2|2)⋉R3 and its Yangian extension, since they are essential
to the construction of the Yangian of the D5-brane. The algebra has two sets of bosonic
rotation generators R ba , L
β
α , two sets of fermionic supersymmetry generators Q aα , G
α
a
and three central charges H, C and C†. The nontrivial commutation relations are [30]
[
L βα , Jγ
]
= δβγ Jα −
1
2
δβα Jγ ,
[
L βα , J
γ
]
= −δγα Jβ +
1
2
δβα J
γ ,[
R ba , Jc
]
= δbc Ja −
1
2
δba Jc,
[
R ba , J
c
]
= −δca Jb +
1
2
δba J
c,{
Q aα ,Q
b
β
}
= ǫabǫαβ C,
{
G αa ,G
β
b
}
= ǫαβǫab C
†,{
Q aα ,G
β
b
}
= δab L
α
β + δ
α
β R
a
b +
1
2
δab δ
α
β H, (3.1)
where a, b, ... = 1, 2 and α, β, ... = 3, 4.
The Yangian symmetry fixes the bound state S-matrices uniquely up to an overall dress-
ing phase [32, 33] by requiring their invariance under the co-products of the Yangian gen-
erators [12]
∆Rˆ ba = Rˆ
b
a ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Rˆ ba +
1
2
R ca ⊗ R bc −
1
2
R bc ⊗ R ca −
1
2
G γa ⊗Q bγ −
1
2
Q bγ ⊗G γa
+
1
4
δbaG
γ
c ⊗Q cγ +
1
4
δbaQ
c
γ ⊗G γc ,
∆Lˆ βα = Lˆ
β
α ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Lˆ βα −
1
2
L γα ⊗ L βγ +
1
2
L βγ ⊗ L γα +
1
2
G βc ⊗Q cα +
1
2
Q cα ⊗G βc
− 1
4
δβαG
γ
c ⊗Q cγ −
1
4
δβαQ
c
γ ⊗G γc ,
∆Qˆ aα = Qˆ
a
α ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Qˆ aα +
1
2
Q cα ⊗ R bc −
1
2
R ac ⊗Q cα +
1
2
Q aγ ⊗ L γα −
1
2
L γα ⊗Q aγ
+
1
4
Q aα ⊗H−
1
4
H⊗Q aα +
1
2
εαγε
adC⊗G γd −
1
2
εαγε
adG
γ
d ⊗ C,
∆Gˆ αa = Gˆ
α
a ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Gˆ αa −
1
2
G αc ⊗ R ca +
1
2
R ca ⊗G αc −
1
2
G γa ⊗ L αγ +
1
2
L αγ ⊗G γa
− 1
4
G αa ⊗H+
1
4
H⊗G αa −
1
2
εacε
αγC† ⊗Q cγ +
1
2
εacε
αγQ cγ ⊗ C†,
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∆C = Cˆ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Cˆ− 1
2
H⊗ C+ 1
2
C⊗H,
∆C† = Cˆ† ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Cˆ† + 1
2
H⊗ C† − 1
2
C† ⊗H,
∆H = Hˆ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Hˆ+ C⊗ C† − C† ⊗ C. (3.2)
The non-trivial braiding factors are not explicitly shown in the co-products above—
rather they are all hidden in the parameters of the representation. As was shown in [12],
the action of the Yangian charges on the magnon states takes the form
JˆA |u〉 = ig
2
u JA |u〉 , (3.3)
where u = 12(x
+ + 1
x+
− x− − 1
x−
) is the rapidity of the state.
3.2 The D5-brane: general considerations
The D5-brane considered in [4, 16] wraps an AdS4 ⊂ AdS5 and a maximal S2 ⊂ S5. Such
a configuration defines a 2 + 1 dimensional defect hypersurface of the 3 + 1 dimensional
conformal boundary of AdS5. The fundamental matter living on this hypersurface is a 3d
hypermultiplet [31]. The presence of the D5-brane breaks the so(6) symmetry of S5 down
to so(3)H×so(3)V . As is the convention, we fix the bulk vacuum state to be Z = X5+ iX6
and then consider two different orientations of the maximal S2 inside S5:
• the maximal S2 specified by X1 = X2 = X3 = 0, – this orientation in [16] was termed
‘horizontal’ D5-brane4 and, from the scattering theory point of view, corresponds to
a singlet boundary;
• the maximal S2 specified by X4 = X5 = X6 = 0, – this orientation is perpendicular
to the previous and is termed the ‘vertical’ D5-brane; now the boundary carries a
field multiplet transforming in the vector representation of the boundary algebra.
The Lie algebra. The D5-brane preserves a diagonal subalgebra psu(2|2)+ ⋉R3 of the
bulk algebra psu(2|2)L × psu(2|2)R ⋉R3 generated by
L
βˇ
αˇ = L
β
α + L
¯˙
β
¯˙α
, Q aˇαˇ = Q
a
α + κQ
a˙
¯˙α ,
R bˇaˇ = R
b
a + R
b˙
a˙ , G
αˇ
aˇ = G
α
a + κ
−1G
¯˙α
a˙ , (3.4)
where κ = −1 for the horizontal case and κ = −i for the vertical one.5 The notation
for the dotted and checked indices is the same as for undotted ones, a˙, aˇ, b˙, bˇ = 1, 2 and
α˙, αˇ, β˙, βˇ = 3, 4. The generators with the undotted indices generate psu(2|2)L and the
4This configuration corresponds to horizontal vacuum orientation in the scattering theory.
5The supersymmetries preserved by the D5-brane were worked out in Appendix B of [4] and lead to two
scattering theories with κ2 = ±1, representing the horizontal and vertical cases.
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generators with the dotted indices generate psu(2|2)R. Rather than make the involution α
explicit, it is easier to absorb it into the combination of the scale κ and a change of basis,
denoted by a bar, which acts on the dotted greek indices acts as ¯˙3 = 4˙ and ¯˙4 = 3˙. We also
define the complementary charges
L
βˇ
αˇ = L
β
α − L
¯˙
β
¯˙α
, Q
aˇ
αˇ = Q
a
α − κQ a˙¯˙α ,
R
bˇ
aˇ = R
b
a − R b˙a˙ , G αˇaˇ = G αa − κ−1G ¯˙αa˙ , (3.5)
which do not in themselves form a Lie algebra (and are not preserved by the boundary), but
together with (3.4) and the central charges C, C† and H generate bulk algebra psu(2|2)L×
psu(2|2)R ⋉R3.
The bulk representation. The bulk magnon transforms in the (a,b,c,d) of the left and
the ˜(a,b,c,d) of the right rep of the bulk symmetry algebra and they both carry the same
set (a, b, c, d) of representation labels. Our goal is to build the canonical representation of
bulk states with respect to the boundary algebra (3.4). It is easy to see that the left rep
transforms canonically with respect to the boundary algebra. However, the right rep does
not, and one thus has to choose a different basis for it in order to obtain the algebra action
in the canonical form. It was shown in [16] that by choosing the basis
(φ˜1ˇ, φ˜2ˇ|ψ˜3ˇ, ψ˜4ˇ) := (φ˜1˙, φ˜2˙|λψ˜4˙, λψ˜3˙) (3.6)
to be the new basis of ˜, with some arbitrary constant λ representing the rescaling of the
new base with the respect to the old, one acquires the canonical action of the boundary
algebra (3.4) on the right rep:
Q aˇαˇ
∣∣∣φ˜bˇ〉 = a˜ δaˇbˇ ∣∣∣ψ˜αˇ〉 , G αˇaˇ ∣∣∣φ˜bˇ〉 = c˜ εαˇβˇ εaˇbˇ ∣∣∣ψ˜βˇ〉 ,
Q aˇαˇ
∣∣∣ψ˜βˇ〉 = b˜ εαˇβˇ εaˇbˇ ∣∣∣φ˜bˇ〉 , G αˇaˇ ∣∣∣λψ˜βˇ〉 = d˜ δαˇβˇ ∣∣∣φ˜aˇ〉 , (3.7)
where (a˜, b˜, c˜, d˜) are the representation parameters in the new basis. They are related to
the old basis by
a˜ =
κ
λ
a, b˜ = −κλ b, c˜ = − 1
κλ
c, d˜ =
λ
κ
d, (3.8)
where the minus sign comes from the relation ε
¯˙α ¯˙β = εα˙β˙ = εαˇβˇ = −εαˇβˇ and similarly for
ε ¯˙α ¯˙β . By choosing a˜ = a one fixes the rescaling constant to be λ = κ and arrives at the
relation between new and old representation labels
(a˜, b˜, c˜, d˜) = (a,−κ2b,−κ−2c, d). (3.9)
Thus the canonical representation of the bulk magnon with respect to the boundary algebra
and the corresponding labels are
(a,b,c,d) ◦ ˜(a,−κ2b,−κ−2c,d). (3.10)
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As in the previous section, we use ◦ to denote the tensor product of L and R reps of bulk
magnon, reserving the usual ⊗ for the tensor product of the bulk and boundary reps. The
action of the complementary charges (3.5) on the right rep is almost of canonical form,
except for an extra minus sign
Q
aˇ
αˇ
∣∣∣φ˜bˇ〉 = −a˜ δaˇbˇ ∣∣∣ψ˜αˇ〉 , G αˇaˇ ∣∣∣φ˜bˇ〉 = −c˜ εαˇβˇ εaˇbˇ ∣∣∣ψ˜βˇ〉 ,
Q
aˇ
αˇ
∣∣∣ψ˜βˇ〉 = −b˜ εαˇβˇ εaˇbˇ ∣∣∣φ˜bˇ〉 , G αˇaˇ ∣∣∣λψ˜βˇ〉 = −d˜ δαˇβˇ ∣∣∣φ˜aˇ〉 . (3.11)
The total eigenvalues of the central charges on the bulk reps (3.10) in the new basis become
C = C ◦ 1 + 1 ◦ C = ab+ a˜b˜ = (1− κ2)ab,
C† = C† ◦ 1 + 1 ◦ C† = cd+ c˜d˜ = (1− κ−2)ab,
H = H ◦ 1 + 1 ◦H = ad+ bc+ a˜d˜+ b˜c˜ = 2(ad+ bc), (3.12)
hence the bulk magnon lives in the following tensor product of fundamental representations:〈
0, 0;H,C,C†
〉
◦
〈
0, 0;H,−κ2C,−κ−2C†
〉
=
{
0, 0, 2H, (1 − κ2)C, (1 − κ−2)C†
}
, (3.13)
which depends on the value of κ. Let us explain this result in more detail.
The symmetry algebra in the bulk is gL⊕gR⊕m, where m is the central extension, which
is invariant under α; thus the central charges’ eigenvalues should not depend on κ either.
What has happened is that, by using a different basis for gR, which allowed us to write
the action of the g+ charges in untwisted diagonal form, we have introduced κ-dependence
into the L◦R basis of the central charges. That is, the price we have to pay for simplifying
the action of α is that the central charges C and C† become dependent on κ. We resolve
this by introducing complementary central charges
C = C ◦ 1− 1 ◦C = ab− a˜b˜ = (1 + κ2)ab,
C
†
= C† ◦ 1− 1 ◦ C† = cd− c˜d˜ = (1 + κ−2)ab,
H = H ◦ 1− 1 ◦H = ad+ bc− a˜d˜− b˜c˜ = 0. (3.14)
This formal enlargement of the algebra does not – cannot – add any new constraints to the
system. The charge H has zero eigenvalues on the bulk and boundary reps independently
of κ and we have introduced it merely to enable us to write the Yangian charges in a nicely
symmetric form. The new charges C and C
†
will have non-zero eigenvalues on the bulk
reps when κ2 = +1, while the charges C and C† then vanish; and vice versa for the κ2 = −1
case. Thus there are always exactly three non-trivial central charges in the system.
The Yangian algebra. We now have enough ingredients to write down the general form
of the boundary Yangian. Following the discussion in section 2 we define the achiral twisted
boundary Yangian Y(gL × gR, g+) to be generated by the Lie algebra generators (3.4) and
(3.5), central charges and the twisted Yangian charges (3.15).
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R˜ bˆaˆ = Rˆ
bˆ
aˆ −
1
4
R cˇaˇ R
bˇ
cˇ +
1
4
R bˇcˇ R
cˇ
aˇ +
1
4
G
γˇ
aˇ Q
bˇ
γˇ +
1
4
Q bˇγˇ G
γˇ
aˇ
− 1
8
δbˇaˇG
γˇ
cˇ Q
cˇ
γˇ −
1
8
δbˇaˇQ
cˇ
γˇ G
γˇ
cˇ ,
L˜
βˆ
αˆ = Lˆ
βˆ
αˆ +
1
4
L
γˇ
αˇ L
βˇ
γˇ −
1
4
L
βˇ
γˇ L
γˇ
αˇ −
1
4
G
βˇ
cˇ Q
cˇ
αˇ −
1
4
Q cˇαˇ G
βˇ
cˇ
+
1
8
δβˇαˇG
γˇ
cˇ Q
cˇ
γˇ +
1
8
δβˇαˇQ
cˇ
γˇ G
γˇ
cˇ ,
Q˜ aˆαˆ = Qˆ
aˆ
αˆ −
1
4
Q cˇαˇ R
aˇ
cˇ +
1
4
R aˇcˇ Q
cˇ
αˇ −
1
4
Q aˇγˇ L
γˇ
αˇ +
1
4
L
γˇ
αˇ Q
aˇ
γˇ
+
1
8
Q aˇαˇ H+
1
8
HQ
aˇ
αˇ −
1
4
εαˇγˇ ε
aˇdˇCG
γˇ
dˇ
+
1
4
εαˇγˇ ε
aˇdˇG
γˇ
dˇ
C,
G˜ αˆaˆ = Gˆ
αˆ
aˆ +
1
4
G αˇcˇ R
cˇ
aˇ −
1
4
R cˇaˇ G
αˇ
cˇ +
1
4
G
γˇ
aˇ L
αˇ
γˇ −
1
4
L αˇγˇ G
γˇ
aˇ
+
1
8
G αˇaˇ H−
1
8
HG
αˇ
aˇ +
1
4
εaˇcˇ ε
αˇγˇ C†Q
cˇ
γˇ −
1
4
εaˇcˇ ε
αˇγˇ Q cˇγˇ C
†
,
C˜ = Cˆ+
1
4
HC− 1
4
CH,
C˜† = Cˆ
† − 1
4
HC
†
+
1
4
C†H. (3.15)
Here the hat-bar operators Jˆ are the grade-1 partners of the complementary charges (3.5)
and (3.14). This is the general form of the twisted boundary Yangian for the reflection
from the D5-brane and represents the explicit realization of (2.13). The co-products of the
twisted charges (3.15) have the canonical form
∆R˜ bˇaˇ = R˜
bˇ
aˇ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ R˜ bˇaˇ +
1
2
R
cˇ
aˇ ⊗ R bˇcˇ −
1
2
R
bˇ
cˇ ⊗ R cˇaˇ +
1
2
G
γˇ
aˇ ⊗Q bˇγˇ +
1
4
Q
bˇ
γˇ ⊗G γˇaˇ
− 1
4
δbˇaˇG
γˇ
cˇ ⊗Q cˇγˇ −
1
4
δbˇaˇQ
cˇ
γˇ ⊗G γˇcˇ ,
∆L˜ βˇαˇ = L˜
βˇ
αˇ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ L˜ βˇαˇ +
1
2
L
γˇ
αˇ ⊗ L βˇγˇ −
1
2
L
βˇ
γˇ ⊗ L γˇαˇ −
1
2
G
βˇ
cˇ ⊗Q cˇαˇ −
1
2
Q
cˇ
αˇ ⊗G βˇcˇ
+
1
4
δβˇαˇG
γˇ
cˇ ⊗Q cˇγˇ +
1
4
δβˇαˇ Q
cˇ
γˇ ⊗G γˇcˇ ,
∆Q˜ aˇαˇ = Q˜
aˇ
αˇ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Q˜ aˇαˇ −
1
2
Q
cˇ
αˇ ⊗ R aˇcˇ +
1
2
R
aˇ
cˇ ⊗Q cˇαˇ −
1
2
Q
aˇ
γˇ ⊗ L γˇαˇ +
1
2
L
γˇ
αˇ ⊗Q aˇγˇ
+
1
4
H⊗Q aˇαˇ −
1
4
Q
aˇ
αˇ ⊗H−
1
2
εαˇγˇ ε
aˇdˇC⊗G γˇ
dˇ
+
1
2
εαˇγˇ ε
aˇdˇG
γˇ
dˇ
⊗C,
∆G˜ αˇaˇ = G˜
αˇ
aˇ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ G˜ αˇaˇ +
1
2
G
αˇ
cˇ ⊗ R cˇaˇ −
1
2
R
cˇ
aˇ ⊗G αˇcˇ +
1
2
G
γˇ
aˇ ⊗ L αˇγˇ −
1
2
L
αˇ
γˇ ⊗G γˇaˇ
− 1
4
H⊗G αˇaˇ +
1
4
G
αˇ
aˇ ⊗H+
1
2
εaˇcˇ ε
αˇγˇ C
† ⊗Q cˇγˇ −
1
2
εaˇcˇ ε
αˇγˇ Q
cˇ
γˇ ⊗ C†,
∆C˜ = C˜⊗ 1 + 1⊗ C˜+ 1
2
C⊗H− 1
2
H⊗ C,
∆C˜† = C˜† ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ C˜† − 1
2
C
† ⊗H+ 1
2
H⊗C†, (3.16)
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as expected from (2.14). Note that the terms of the form 1⊗ J˜ annihilate the boundary and
give no contribution to the explicit calculations. Also note that the expressions above may
be reduced to a more compact and transparent form using the Lie algebra relations (3.1).
We will do this by considering the reflection from the vertical and horizontal D5-branes
separately.
3.3 The horizontal D5-brane
The boundary algebra of the horizontal D5-brane is acquired from (3.4) by setting κ = −1.
As was shown in [4], the boundary carries no degrees of freedom in the scattering theory,
and thus is a singlet of psl(2|2)+. The total central charges C and C† vanish with respect
to the boundary symmetry,〈
0, 0;H,C,C†
〉
◦
〈
0, 0;H,−C,−C†
〉
= {0, 0, 2H, 0, 0} , (3.17)
and the bulk magnon transforms in the tensor representation
(a,b,c,d) ◦ ˜(a,−b,−c,d), (3.18)
with respect to the boundary algebra. The reflection matrix is simply a map
Kh :  ◦ ˜⊗ 1→  ◦ ˜⊗ 1, (3.19)
and may be neatly represented on superspace as an operator
Kh : V (p, ζ) ◦ V(−p, ζeip)→ V(−p, ζ) ◦ V(p, ζe−ip), (3.20)
where V(p, ζ) is the corresponding vector space. Thus Kh differs from the bulk S-matrix
S(p,−p) by an overall phase at most.
The convenient parametrization of the representation labels of a single magnon in the
bulk is
a =
√
g
2
η, b =
√
g
2
iζ
η
(
x+
x−
− 1
)
, c = −
√
g
2
η
ζx+
, d = −
√
g
2
x+
iη
(
x−
x+
− 1
)
, (3.21)
where ζ = e2iξ is the magnon phase and unitarity implies η = eiξei
ϕ
2
√
i (x− − x+); here
the arbitrary phase factor eiϕ parametrizes the freedom in choosing x± and the standard
choice is ϕ = p/2.
The boundary is achiral in the sense that the incoming L state becomes a R state after
reflection and vice versa. This feature of the achiral boundary may be neatly displayed
graphically (see figure 4, left side). The picture of the reflection nicely accommodates the
fact that Kh is equivalent to S as discussed above and suggests that it should be related as
Kh = κ · S(p,−p) · κ , (3.22)
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κκ
S(p,−p)
(u, p, ζ) (u,−p, ζeip)
(−u,−p, ζ) (−u, p, ζe−ip)
κ
κ
≃ S(p,−p)
(u, p, ζ) (−u,−p, ζeip)
(−u,−p, ζ) (u, p, ζe−ip)
Figure 4. Unfolding of the reflection from the horizontal D5-brane. Solid lines
correspond to the left reps while the dotted lines correspond to right reps. The
vertical gray lines correspond to the singlet boundary which acts merely as an achiral
map κ mapping right (left) reps into left (right) reps (and conjugates multiplets by
maping u 7→ −u in the unfolded picture). The left and right sides of the figure are
related through the conjugation map T.
with κ here6 being the achiral map κ : 1 ◦ ˜⊗ 1→  ◦ 1⊗ 1 for an incoming right state
and κ :  ◦ 1 ⊗ 1 → 1 ◦ ˜ ⊗ 1 for an incoming left state. This relation implies that the
structure of the boundary Yangian for the horizontal D5-brane should be related to the
bulk Yangian (3.2) by (2.15). Let us show this explicitly.
The boundary is a singlet; thus the only surviving terms in (3.16) are of the form J˜ ⊗
1, since all non-local two-site operators of the form J ⊗ J annihilate the boundary and
give no contribution.7 Then using (3.15, 3.4, 3.5, 3.14) and performing some Lie algebra
manipulations, (3.16) become
∆R˜ bˇaˇ =
(
Rˆ bˇaˇ ◦ 1− 1 ◦ Rˆ bˇaˇ +
1
2
R cˇaˇ ◦ R bˇcˇ −
1
2
R bˇcˇ ◦ R cˇaˇ −
1
2
G
γˇ
aˇ ◦Q bˇγˇ −
1
2
Q bˇγˇ ◦G γˇaˇ
+
1
4
δbˇaˇG
γˇ
cˇ ◦Q cˇγˇ +
1
4
δbaˇQ
cˇ
γˇ ◦G γˇcˇ
)
⊗ 1,
∆L˜ βˇαˇ =
(
Lˆ
βˇ
αˇ ◦ 1− 1 ◦ Lˆ βˇαˇ −
1
2
L
γˇ
αˇ ◦ L βˇγˇ +
1
2
L
βˇ
γˇ ◦ L γˇαˇ +
1
2
G
βˇ
cˇ ◦Q cˇαˇ +
1
2
Q cˇαˇ ◦G βˇcˇ
− 1
4
δβˇαˇG
γˇ
cˇ ◦Q cˇγˇ −
1
4
δβˇαˇQ
cˇ
γˇ ◦G γˇcˇ
)
⊗ 1,
∆Q˜ aˇαˇ =
(
Qˆ aˇαˇ ◦ 1− 1 ◦ Qˆ aˇαˇ +
1
2
Q cˇαˇ ◦ R aˇcˇ −
1
2
R aˇcˇ ◦Q cˇαˇ +
1
2
Q aˇγˇ ◦ L γˇαˇ −
1
2
L
γˇ
αˇ ◦Q aˇγˇ
+
1
4
Q aˇαˇ ◦H−
1
4
H ◦Q aˇαˇ +
1
2
εαˇγˇ ε
ad C ◦G γˇd −
1
2
εαˇγˇ ε
adG
γˇ
dˇ
◦ C
)
⊗ 1,
∆G˜ αˇaˇ =
(
Gˆ αˇaˇ ◦ 1− 1 ◦ Gˆ αˇaˇ −
1
2
G αˇcˇ ◦ R cˇaˇ +
1
2
R cˇaˇ ◦G αˇcˇ −
1
2
G
γˇ
aˇ ◦ L αˇγˇ +
1
2
L αˇγˇ ◦G γˇaˇ
− 1
4
G αˇaˇ ◦H+
1
4
H ◦G αˇaˇ −
1
2
εaˇcˇ ε
αˇγˇ C† ◦Q cˇγˇ +
1
2
εaˇcˇ ε
αˇγˇ Q cˇγˇ ◦C†
)
⊗ 1,
6This enlarged κ denoting the achiral map should not be confused with κ in (3.4).
7See e.g. [24] for the formulation of the scattering theory on the half-line.
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∆C˜ =
(
Cˆ ◦ 1− 1 ◦ Cˆ− 1
2
H ◦C+ 1
2
C ◦H
)
⊗ 1,
∆C˜† =
(
Cˆ† ◦ 1− 1 ◦ Cˆ† + 1
2
H ◦C† − 1
2
C† ◦H
)
⊗ 1. (3.23)
We have checked that these co-products commute with the reflection matrix Kh calculated
in [16] and also with the two-magnon bound-state reflection matrix which is constructed
from SBB(p1, p2) [5] by setting p2 := −p1.
It is easy to observe that these co-products have almost the same form as (3.2), as we
expected. The crucial difference is the negative sign of terms of the form 1 ◦ Jˆ in (3.23), in
contrast to (3.2). This is the outcome of the graded map 1 ◦ (−1)l relating ∆˜ to the usual
∆ in (2.15). In this particular case it has a lucid physical interpretation. Consider the
scattering in the bulk of two magnons with momenta p and −p. The residual symmetry
of such scattering is described by (3.2). The rapidities of the states in the bulk are u
and −u and are facing the same direction as their momenta. But in the case of a single
bulk magnon reflecting from the horizontal D5-brane the rapidity of the right rep, which
has the effective momentum −p with respect to the boundary algebra, is u and faces the
physical direction, but not the effective one i.e. is not −u). Thus this minus sign difference
is explicitly seen in the co-products (3.23).
Interestingly, in the unfolded picture of the reflection (the right side of figure 4), which
is related to the left side by the map T (2.19), the rapidity of the right rep is facing the
same direction as the momentum. This is because the map T not only re-orders the states,
but also sends VR 7→ V¯R, u 7→ −u. Thus the reflection from the boundary in the unfolded
picture,
Kh : ⊗ 1⊗ ˜ → ⊗ 1⊗ ˜, (3.24)
may be regarded as a ‘scattering through the boundary’ and is governed by the Yangian
∆J˜A = JˆA ⊗ 1⊗ 1 + 1⊗ 1⊗ JˆA + 1
2
fABC J
B ⊗ 1⊗ JC , (3.25)
which is equivalent to (3.2) (by removing the middle singlet in (3.24) and (3.25) as it
effectively plays no role).
3.4 The vertical D5-brane
The boundary algebra of the vertical D5-brane is acquired from (3.4) by setting κ = −i.
We will consider reflection from the right boundary, which carries a ˇ spanned by the fields
φa and ψαˇ1˙ [4, 16]. The scattering problem under consideration is described by the triple
tensor product
(a,b,c,d) ◦ ˜(a,b,c,d) ⊗ ˇ(aB ,bB ,cB,dB), (3.26)
where once again ◦ describes L ◦ R reps of the bulk magnon while ⊗ describes the usual
tensor product of bulk ⊗ boundary reps and the labels of the boundary rep are
aB =
√
gηB , bB = −√g iζ
ηB
, cB = −√g ηB
ζxB
, dB =
√
g
xB
iηB
. (3.27)
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The total central charges of the bulk magnon with the respect to the boundary algebra
are
C = 2C, C† = 2C†, H = 2H, (3.28)
and satisfy the multiplet splitting condition
H2 − CC† = 1, (3.29)
according to which{
0, 0; 2H, 2C, 2C†
}
=
〈
1, 0; 2H, 2C, 2C†
〉
⊕
〈
0, 1; 2H, 2C, 2C†
〉
= ⊕. (3.30)
Two scattering channels were considered in [16],
KBa : ⊗ ˇ → ⊗ ˇ, (3.31)
KBa :  ⊗ ˇ →  ⊗ ˇ, (3.32)
with the complete reflection matrix being
Kv = k0KBa +KBa. (3.33)
The symmetric and antisymmetric reflection matrices KBa and KBa were found using only
the Lie algebra, while the ratio k0 between the symmetric and anti-symmetric reflections
was determined from the boundary Yang-Baxter equation. As was shown using the Bethe
ansatz technique in [16], reflection from the vertical D5-brane is achiral. Hence it may be
represented by a diagram (figure 5) very similar to the one describing the reflection from
the horizontal D5-brane (figure 4).
S(p,−p)
κ(p, xB)
κ(p, xB)
(u, p, ζ) (u, p, ζ) (xB , ζe
ip)
(−u,−p, ζ) (−u,−p, ζ) (xB , ζe−ip)
≃ S(p,−p)
κ(p, xB)
κ(p, xB)
(u, p, ζ) (−u, p, ζ)(xB , ζeip)
(−u,−p, ζ) (u,−p, ζ)(xB , ζe−ip)
Figure 5. Unfolding of the reflection from the vertical D5-brane. Solid lines
correspond to the left reps while the dotted lines correspond to right reps. The
vertical gray lines correspond to the boundary rep. In the contrast to the horizontal
case, the achiral reflection not only maps left (right) reps to right (left) reps but is
also an intertwining matrix mapping momentum p 7→ −p.
Thus, as one can see from figure 5, the reflection factorizes as a composition of a bulk
S-matrix and two achiral reflection matrices κ, with
Kv(p, p) = κ(p, xB)S(p,−p)κ(p, xB). (3.34)
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The achiral reflection matrix κ in the folded picture maps incoming right states into out-
going left states as
κ : 1 ◦ ˜⊗ ˇ 7→  ◦ 1⊗ ˇ, (3.35)
and incoming left states into outgoing right ones as
κ :  ◦ 1⊗ ˇ 7→ 1 ◦ ˜⊗ ˇ. (3.36)
These two expressions may be combined into one using vector space notation
κ : VL(R)(p, ζ)⊗ VB(xB , ζeip) 7→ VR(L)(−p, ζeip)⊗ VB(xB , ζ), (3.37)
and thereby may be defined on superspace in the usual way
κ(p, xB) =
10∑
i=1
ki(p, xB)Λi, (3.38)
where Λi are the su(2) × su(2) invariant differential operators (see [16, 34]). Invariance
under the boundary algebra (3.4) fixes ki up to an overall phase to be
k1 = −xB − x
−
xB + x+
ηηB
η˜η˜B
, k2 =
5(x+ − xB)x− − 3((x−)2 − xBx+)
(xB + x+)(x− + x+)
ηηB
η˜η˜B
,
k3 = 1, k4 =
5(x− + xB)x
+ − 3((x+)2 + xBx−)
(xB + x+)(x− + x+)
,
k5 = −xB − x
+
xB + x+
η
η˜
, k6 =
xB + x
−
xB + x+
ηB
η˜B
,
k7 =
i
√
2 ζ xB(xB − x+)(x− − x+)
(xB + x+)(1 + xBx−)η˜η˜B
, k8 =
i
√
2(xB + x
−)ηηB
ζ(xB + x+)(1− xBx−) ,
k9 =
√
2
x− − x+
xB + x+
ηB
η˜
, k10 = −
√
2
xB
xB + x+
η
η˜B
. (3.39)
We have checked explicitly that the factorization (3.34) is correct. It obeys the Yang-Baxter
relation and the reflection coefficients coincide with the ones found in [16]. For example,
the reflection of the bulk state φ1 ◦ φ˜1 from the boundary state φˇ1 gives a relation
k0 k
(S)
1 (p1, ζ;xB) = k1(p, ζe
−ip;xB) a1(p,−p, ζ) k1(p, ζ;xB), (3.40)
where a1 and k
(S)
1 are the coefficients of the fundamental S-matrix and reflection matrix
KBa respectively; all of them are spelled out in the appendices of [16].8
The achiral reflection in the unfolded picture may be understood as a scattering through
the achiral boundary and the choice of phases in (3.37) may be easily read from the LLM
[35] circle-type diagram (figure 6). The maps (3.35) and (3.36) in the unfolded picture
become
κ
unf : 1⊗ ˇ⊗ ˜ 7→ ⊗ ˇ⊗ 1, (3.41)
8The achiral reflection matrix is equivalent to the S-matrix by identifying x± = ±xB up to a graded
permutation and an extra factor of −i in k3,4,6,8,10 due to the change of the basis (3.6) for the right rep.
This map identifies the boundary magnon with a bulk magnon of momentum p = pi.
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ζζeip
ζp p ζ
ζeip
ζp −p
ζe−ip
ζ ζ−p p
ζe−ip
ζ ζ−p −p
→ → →
a) b) c)
Figure 6. LLM circle-type diagram for the scattering through the right boundary in the unfolded
picture. The vertical D5-brane corresponds to the dot in the center of the circle. The line adjoining
the center and the circle corresponds to the boundary rep. The line segments to the left from the
boundary line correspond to the left reps, while the line segments to the right from the boundary
correspond to the right reps. The phase is increasing towards the boundary for left and right reps.
Here a) is the scattering of the right rep through the boundary, b) is the scattering of two left states
in the bulk and c) is is the scattering of the left rep through the boundary. The gray line segments
do not participate in the scattering.
and
κ
unf : ⊗ ˇ⊗ 1 7→ 1⊗ ˇ⊗ ˜, (3.42)
respectively; thus folded and unfolded achiral reflection matrices are related to each other
as κ = T · κunf, where T is the specialization of the folding map (2.19) in which the
boundary carries an irreducible g+ rep (as opposed, more generally, to a g+-reducible
gL × gR rep). Note that the reflection coefficients k3, k4 and k8 acquire an extra minus
sign in the unfolded picture (because of graded permutation of two fermionic states).
Now we are ready to consider the explicit realization of the Yangian (3.16) for the vertical
D5-brane. The boundary ˇ in this case is an evaluation irrep of the achiral twisted Yangian
with rapidity zero. We consider the folded picture first. All complementary central charges
(3.14) have zero eigenvalues on all (bulk and boundary) reps, hence are trivial in this case
and do not need to be considered. Thus only the co-products of non-central charges in
(3.16) contribute. Writing their action on the tensor product  ◦ ˜ ⊗ ˇ, we have, for
example,
∆R˜ bˇaˇ = Rˇ
cˇ
aˇ ◦ 1⊗ 1− 1 ◦ Rˇ cˇaˇ ⊗ 1
+
1
2
R cˇaˇ ◦ R bˇcˇ ⊗ 1−
1
2
R bˇcˇ ◦R cˇaˇ ⊗ 1−
1
2
G
γˇ
aˇ ◦Q bˇγˇ ⊗ 1−
1
2
Q bˇγˇ ◦G γˇaˇ ⊗ 1
+
1
4
δbˇaˇG
γˇ
cˇ ◦Q cˇγˇ ⊗ 1 +
1
4
δbˇaˇQ
cˇ
γˇ ◦G γˇcˇ ⊗ 1
+
1
2
R cˇaˇ ◦ 1⊗ R bˇcˇ −
1
2
R bˇcˇ ◦ 1⊗ R cˇaˇ +
1
2
G
γˇ
aˇ ◦ 1⊗Q bˇγˇ +
1
4
Q bˇγˇ ◦ 1⊗G γˇaˇ
− 1
4
δbˇaˇG
γˇ
cˇ ◦ 1⊗Q cˇγˇ −
1
4
δbˇaˇQ
cˇ
γˇ ◦ 1⊗G γˇcˇ
− 1
2
1 ◦R cˇaˇ ⊗ R bˇcˇ +
1
2
1 ◦ R bˇcˇ ⊗ R cˇaˇ −
1
2
1 ◦G γˇaˇ ⊗Q bˇγˇ −
1
4
1 ◦Q bˇγˇ ⊗G γˇaˇ
+
1
4
δbˇaˇ 1 ◦G γˇcˇ ⊗Q cˇγˇ +
1
4
δbˇaˇ 1 ◦Q cˇγˇ ⊗G γˇcˇ , (3.43)
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and similarly for other charges. Thus the co-products in (3.16) may be cast in the form
∆J˜Aˇ =
(
JˆAˇ ◦ 1− 1 ◦ JˆAˇ + 1
2
f Aˇ
BˇCˇ
(JBˇ ◦ JCˇ)
)
⊗ 1 + 1
2
f Aˇ
BˇCˇ
(
JBˇ ◦ 1− 1 ◦ JBˇ
)
⊗ JCˇ , (3.44)
revealing the factorization (3.34) explicitly. Here the first line corresponds to the Yangian
of the S-matrix in (3.34)
∆J˜Aˇ
∣∣∣
S
=
(
JˆAˇ ◦ 1− 1 ◦ JˆAˇ + 1
2
f Aˇ
BˇCˇ
(JBˇ ◦ JCˇ)
)
⊗ 1, (3.45)
and was explicitly spelled out in (3.23), while the terms in the second line originate from
the achiral reflection matrices. Therefore the part of the Yangian charges governing the
achiral κ-matrices is
∆J˜Aˇ
∣∣∣
κ
=
(
JˆAˇ ◦ 1− 1 ◦ JˆAˇ
)
⊗ 1 + 1
2
f Aˇ
BˇCˇ
(
JBˇ ◦ 1− 1 ◦ JBˇ
)
⊗ JCˇ . (3.46)
Once again we meet minus signs that need to be understood. The origin of the minus
sign in front of the level-1 charge in (3.45) was discussed in section 4.1, and its physical
interpretation is almost the same as for the horizontal reflection. The difference is that
now both momenta and rapidities of left and right reps are facing in the same direction
(towards the boundary) in the initial configuration i.e. for the incoming state; see left side
of figure 5) but the scattering always follows after the reflection as seen from (3.34). Thus
the S-matrix in (3.34) acts on the state with momentum and rapidity reversed with respect
to the initial configuration.
In order to understand the origin of the minus sign in front of the level-1 charge in (3.46)
it is better to consider the unfolded picture of the achiral reflection (the right side of figure
5) first. As for the horizontal case, the reflection in the unfolded picture may be thought
of as achiral scattering through the boundary state; this was nicely shown in figure 6. The
Yangian charges (3.46) in the unfolded picture become
∆J˜Aˇ
∣∣∣unf
κ
= JˆAˇ ⊗ 1⊗ 1 + 1⊗ 1⊗ JˆAˇ + 1
2
f Aˇ
BˇCˇ
(
JBˇ ⊗ JCˇ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ JBˇ ⊗ JCˇ
)
. (3.47)
The minus sign in front of level-1 charge was absorbed by the unfolding map T−1, while the
minus sign in front of the two-site term was absorbed into f Aˇ
BˇCˇ
using the antisymmetry
under exchange of Bˇ and Cˇ. Thus the achiral scattering through the boundary is governed
by a Yangian symmetry equivalent to the bulk Yangian (3.2) up to the different underlying
tensor space structures. But here lies the most important feature of the achiral scattering.
In contrast to the horizontal case, the right rep in the unfolded picture has momentum and
rapidity pointing in opposite directions, as may be seen in the right side of figure 5. Thus
the minus sign in front of the level-1 charge in (3.46) effectively reverses the rapidity of the
right rep in the folded picture, where it is pointing the same direction as the momentum.
We have checked that the Yangian charges (3.44) commute with the reflection matrix
Kv found in [16]. Hence reflection from the vertical D5-brane may be viewed in two ways:
as a single reflection matrix Kv which is governed by the Yangian charges (3.44), or as
a factorized reflection (3.34) which is governed by the Yangian charges (3.45) and (3.46).
Either way the result is the same, as required.
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4 Discussion
In this paper we have considered the achiral boundary conditions which result in symmetry-
breaking of the form G × G → G, in the contexts both of the bosonic PCM and the
AdS/CFT planar light-cone scattering theory. We have uncovered the hidden boundary
symmetry, which is an achiral twisted Yangian Y (g× g, g) and differs subtly from a simple
embedding of Y (g) in Y (g×g). The difference is made precise by a mechanism which folds
bulk, whole-line scattering processes into boundary processes.
In the AdS/CFT case we have considered reflection from both the ‘horizontal’ and ‘ver-
tical’ D5-branes, constructed the corresponding achiral twisted Yangian, and verified that
this is indeed the hidden symmetry of the known boundary S-matrices [16]. In the vertical
case we have explained how these naturally factorize into a composition of three events: the
achiral reflection of the right rep of the bulk magnon, bulk scattering of two left reps of the
same magnon, and finally achiral reflection of the left rep (mnemonically ‘right–bulk–left’,
or equivalently, via the Yang-Baxter property, ‘left–bulk–right’). This achiral reflection
is described by a new κ-matrix, non-trivial only for non-singlet boundaries and thus, in
the AdS/CFT context, for the ‘vertical’ D5-brane only. For the bosonic PCM it might
be interesting to construct the full boundary theory, with its set of non-singlet boundary
bound states and their associated scattering theory.
Finally, it is striking that the two classes of integrable boundary condition of the bosonic
PCM, whose symmetries are generalized twisted Yangians based on the two classes of
compact symmetric spaces, should each find a realization in AdS/CFT. It seems to us
that this is further evidence for the view [36] that such algebras are the natural boundary
symmetries that accompany bulk Yangian symmetry. It will be interesting to discover
whether they play a role in the eventual full covariant quantization of AdS/CFT.
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